
4 Design processes



4.1 Model building process

Providing a context for design

• Software process models address project questions:

– What should we do next?

– How long should we continue to do it?

• Avoid constraining creativity with model that’s too strict

(i.e., descriptive, not prescriptive)
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A general model of software design.

• Model of solution allows designer to explore limitations,

to evaluate system behaviour in an abstract visual way.



Model building process

• Design methods help designer develop abstract model,

graphical (systematic) or mathematical (formal method).
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From requirements via logical design to detailed program design.



4.2 Use of prototypes

• Evolutionary

• Experimental

• Exploratory



Use of software prototypes

• Evolutionary, incremental development model:

– requirements become clearer with use

– software gradually adapted to changing requirements

– gradual increase in functionality

– good for pioneering or for early release to market

– system prototype may become final product

• Experimental

• Exploratory



Use of software prototypes

• Evolutionary

• Experimental:

– evaluation of possible solution, or critical component

∗ user interface

∗ real-time algorithm

– assessment of performance, resource needs, etc.

– throw-away prototype, but design lessons learnt

• Exploratory



Use of software prototypes

• Evolutionary

• Experimental

• Exploratory:

– feasibility study

– requirements clarified by testing various designs

– mini prototypes used to resolve an aspect of system

functionality

– enhancement of requirements analysis and user trials

– throw-away prototype



Use of software prototypes

• Evolutionary

• Experimental

• Exploratory

In practice, a prototype can cover multiple roles.

Tip: always be clear about the purpose of a prototype.



Creating a model

• Essential conditions in creative acts of design:

1. procedural knowledge:

about how such problems are best approached

2. restructuring:

change of viewpoint in describing problem

3. recognition:

the Eureka response, designer sees a solution

• Design methodologies don’t provide domain knowledge,

but facilitate its acquisition; they provide guidance, rather

than detailed solutions.



Transforming a model

• Design process involves a sequence of transformations:

1. refinement of structures

forms of the model kept but detail is added

2. change of viewpoint

changes form of model and applies new decisions

(information added)
Designer’s decisions
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step
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Structure of a transformation step.



4.3 Recording design decisions

• Design records are important:

– for reference during the design process

– for future maintenance & development

• Having such records

– enhances peer reviews, system walkthroughs and joint

application design (JAD) sessions

– simplifies any modifications later

– enables quality control, auditing of design decisions



4.4 Designing with others

• Designing as a team can be fraught with difficulties:

1. dividing task between team members

2. determining interfaces between parts

3. integrating the parts

• Issues can be addressed by:

1. modular design

2. clear, precise model of data flows and relationships

3. coherent test plan incorporated with implementation



4.5 Bugs, patches and upgrades

• Designs can easily contain errors, because solution space
is so large and ill-defined:

– design is not self consistent, cannot be successfully
or efficiently implemented

– design and specification are not consistent

– design and requirements are not consistent

• Inconsistency in the design can be found:

– while the design is being refined (differences emerge
when comparing viewpoints, during design review),

– while design is being implemented,

– while implementation is being tested,

– when the product is on the market.



Verification and Validation

Degree to which design will need to be changed will depend

on form and type of error.

• Inconsistency between design and specification is likely

to be found in testing (rapid prototyping may find this

earlier) – verification

• Inconsistency between design and requirements harder

to assess (rigorous design process helps to find this) –

validation

Verification – are we building the product right?

Validation – are we building the right product?

Inconsistencies need to be identified as early as possible.



Finding and fixing bugs

• Errors are detected in tests late in lifecycle; we need
to evaluate designs and find bugs before implementing
them

The cost of fixing bugs at each stage of development.



Making Changes/Maintenance

Software systems often evolve as needs of users alter

– need to be able to make design changes easily:

• Corrective maintenance – fixing bugs

• Adaptive maintenance – to meet changes that are im-

posed from outside (legislation, operating system, etc.)

• Perfective maintenance – extending and improving a

system once it is operational, providing new forms of

functionality requested by users.



Software development summary

• Model building
– lifecycle models (sequential)
– incremental models (prototype)

• Evolutionary, experimental & exploratory prototypes

• Design methodology
– representation & process
– creating & transforming

• Constraints, design records & teamwork

• Bug detection & fixing
– Verification (design vs. specification)
– Validation (design vs. requirements)

• Maintenance
– Corrective, adaptive and perfective


